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OPTIMAL CONTROL OF STOCHASTIC INTEGRALS AND
HAMILTON-JACOBI-BELLMAN EQUATIONS. I*
PIERRE-LOUIS LIONS+ AND JOSI-LUIS MENALDI:I:
Abstract. We consider the solution of a stochastic integral control problem and we study its regularity. In
particular, we characterize the optimal cost as the maximum solution of
Vv V, A(v)u<=f(v) in ’(6),
u 0 on 06, u W1’(6),
where A(v) is a uniformly elliptic second order operator and V is the set of the values of the control.
1. Introduction
1.1 General introduction. In this paper we are interested in the following prob-
lem. We consider a stochastic system governed by the stochastic differential equation
(1.1)
dy(t) o’(y(t), v(t)) dWt + g(y(t), v(t)) dt,
y (0) x N,
where Wt is a Wiener process, g, o-, are given functions and v(t) is a "continuous"
control taking values in some set V c R". We want to minimize the cost function.
(1.2) J(x, v(. ))= E{I f(y(t), V(t))exp (- fo c(y(s), v(s))ds)dt}
over all admissible controls v(t). In this formula f and c are known, given functions
and r is the exit time of the process y(t) from a given domain 6. Let us denote
u(x) infv.)J(x, v(. )).
At least formally, by the argument of dynamical programming, one can derive
the following equation satisfied by u"
sup(A(v)u(x)-f(x, v)}=0
(1.3)
u =0 on0?=F,
T D2where A(v)=- trtr (x, v) -g(x, v) D /c(x, v)
Thus the initial stochastic control problem is connected to some nonlinear second
order elliptic problem with Dirichlet boundary conditions; problem (1.3) is called the
Dirichlet problem for Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equations.
In the following, we are going first to build a nonlinear semigroup whose generator
is essentially the nonlinear operator defined by (1.3). The optimal cost function u(x)
appears then to be the unique fixed point of this semigroup: this fixed-point formulation
can be viewed as a weak formulation of (1.3) or as the mathematical expression of
dynamical programming. These results are in the spirit of those of M. Nisio [24].
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Next we prove under very general assumptions that u lies in W" ((7) and that
u is the maximum element of functions w W’ ((7) satisfying A(v)w <-f(v) in ’((7)
for all v V. Of course this is a characterization of u, and it seems very useful since
in some degenerate cases it is known that (1.3) does not hold (cf. Genis and N. V.
Krylov 10]).
Here in part I, after giving some general results in the construction of this nonlinear
semigroup, we essentially treat the case of nondegenerate stochastic integrals (A(v)
is uniformly elliptic) under mild regularity assumptions. In Part II [26] (this issue,
pp. 82-95) the general case is considered.
The main results of this study were announced in [21]; we also proved a result
on the verification of (1.3) (including [21]) which was also proved by different methods
at the same time by L. C. Evans and A. Friedman [6]. Concerning the verification of
(1.3) more general results were obtained by P.-L. Lions [15], L. C. Evans and P.-L.
Lions [7] (in the case of nondegenerate diffusions), P.-L. Lions [16], [17] (in the
general case). B’elow we will recall briefly their main results. We emphasize that we
give here a different characterization of the optimal cost, requiring less regularity of
7 and of the coefficients and fewer assumptions on the nondegeneracy of o-(x, u);
this must be so for an approach to be valid while the verification of (1.3) is no longer
true.
Finally, we recall that this kind of problem is introduced in the book of W. H.
Fleming and R. Rishel [8], and that the first general results on this problem were
obtained by N. Krylov [11], [12], [14].
1.2. Summary. Our results are organized in the following way:
Section 2 Construction of a nonlinear semigroup.
Section 3. A stochastic characterization of u (x).
Section 4. An analytical characterization of u (x).
In 2, following some techniques of M. Nisio [23], we build a nonlinear semigroup
whose generator is related to the operator appearing in (1.3). In 3 we give a stochastic
characterization of u(x), the precise way to supply dynamical programming. Finally
in 4 we prove a characterization of u(x), in terms of a maximum solution of
inequalities. In 4, we shall suppose that tr(x, v) are nondegenerate matrices. The
generalization to the case of degeneracy will be developed in Part II, together with
results concerning other boundary conditions, the case of optimal stopping and the
case of nonhomogeneous diffusions and parabolic equations.
1.3. Assumptions and notation. We now give notation and assumptions which
will remain valid in 2, 3 and 4.
Let ? be a domain in R, and let V be a convex closed set in R’. We call an
admissible system a set s (II, F, Ft, P, Wt, v(t), yx (t)), where (II, F, P) is a probability
space, Ft is a nondecreasing right continuous family of sub g-algebras Ft of F, Wt is
a Wiener process with respect to Ft, v(t) is a measurable adapted process taking values
in some compact subset V0 of V (V0 of course may depend on v(. )) and yx(t) is a
solution of
dy,c(t) cr(yx(t), v(t)) dWt + g(y,c(t), v(t)) dt,
(1.4)
y (0) x.
We suppose that o-, g satisfy
(1.5) I(x,,.,)-e,(x’,,’)l<-Clx-x’l+o(I,-v’l) vx, x’ Vv, v’ v,
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where b rij(1 _-< i, ]-<_ n), gi(1 _-< i-<_ n) and p is a given continuous function from
into R+ with p(O)= O.
We assume also that we have
(1.6) Ir(x,v)l+lg(x,v)lC x v V.
Now for an admissible system M we define a cost function
(1.7)
J(x, M, t, h)= E{If^
where h is an arbitrary measurable bounded function, Zx is the first exit time from Y
of yx(t), and [(x, v), c(x, v) are given and are assumed to satisfy (1.5) with b c, (1.6)
and
(1.8) If(x, v)-f(x’, v’)l<-,(Ix-x’l/lv-v’l) Vx, x’gC, Vv, v’ v,
(1.9) c(x,v)>=Co>=O Vx, VvV.
Finally we define for each h, an optimal cost function
(1.10) Q(t)h(x)=inf J(x, M, t, h) /0<__t< +oo.
(1.5)
(1.6)
Let us collect our assumptions"
I(x, v)-,(x’, v’)l<-clx-x’l/,(Iv-v’l)Vx, x n, Vv, v’ v, v, =o,,,, e,, c.
I,(x, v)l _-< c v,, ,,, g,, c, f, Vx n"r, vv v.
(1.8) If(x, v)-f(x’, v’)l<-_o(lx-x’l/lv-v’l)vx, x n’’,vv, v’ v.
(1.9) c(x,v)>=Co>-OYx,lv V.
We shall denote by Bs the set of bounded functions from 7 into ! which are
upper semicontinuous; Bs is a closed convex cone of the Banach space B of bounded
measurable functions equipped with the supremum norm (llhlloo sup Ih (x)l).
2. A nonlinear semigroup
2.1. The semigroup property. In this section we prove that O(t) acting on B is
a nonlinear semigroup. This result generalizes [23] (cf. also [1]), where 7 Rv. We
need, in addition to (1.5-6-8-9), a technical assumption: the set of regular points is
closed, i.e.,
(2.1)
V, admissible Fo(M) {x e F/P(’x > 0) 0} is closed,
Vx , P[yx(’x) ro(M)] 1.
We shall see below that in the nondegenerate case this assumption becomes
obvious, and that in many cases one can give conditions for (2.1) to be satisfied.
TIaEOnEM 2.1. Assume (1.5-6-8-9) and (2.1). Then (O(t), >=0) satisfies"
(2.2)
(2.3)
(2.4)
O(t) Bs
-
B, O(O) L O(t + s) O(t) O(s) O(s) O(t),
IlO(t)h O(s)hl[oo--, 0 as s if h is uniformly continuous on ,
IlQ(t)h-Q(t)h2lloo<-_llh-h2[Ioo Vhx, h2.Bs, Vt>----O,
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(2.5) Q(t)h <- Q(t)h2 ifh <- hE.
Remark 2.1. We shall see below that, in the case of nondegenerate tr, Q(t) leaves
Cb ((7) invariant.
Remark 2.2. Let us give a heuristic justification of Theorem 2.1. By the dynamical
programming argument h(t)= Q(t)h is the "solution" of
dh (s)+sup {A(v)h(s, x)-[(x, v)} 0dt v Vs[0, t], x,
h(0) h, h (S)lro h Iro Vs,
where2 A(v)=-aii 02/OxiOxj+bi O/Oxi+c and aij(x, V)=1/2triktrik(X, V), bi(x, v)=
-g(x, v).
Now (2.2) appears as a classical result for some Cauchy problem, and (2.4) and
(2.5) are easy consequences of the maximum principle.
The proof will be divided in several parts. First we prove some lemmas.
LEMMA 2.1. For all h e Bs, we have
(2.6) Q(t)h(x) inf J(x, dct, t, h) (resp. inf J(x, , t, h )),
cl c
where the infimum is taken over all admissible systems such that v(t) is right continuous
with left-hand limits (resp. is continuous).
Proof. Let be an admissible system. We define
(2.7) 13k(t)
-
t-k)
13( dA + 1
+
Vo (with Vo V)
and let k be the same system as with v(t) replaced by k(t). Assuming Lemma
2.2 below for the moment,
Y(x,lk, t,h)-*J(x,d,t,h) asks0+, VheCb().
Thus the equality (2.6) is proved if h is continuous. But if h e Bs, there exists
h, Cb(), h,(x) J, h(x)Vx . As (2.6) is true for h,, and Q(t) h,(x) $ Q(t) h(x), inf
SZcl J(x, ,Scl t, hn) info,J(x, , t, h) and inf J(x, 1, t, h) , infc, J(x, , t, h), we
deduce (2.6) for h.
LEMMA 2.2. Let be an admissible system and let dk be the system defined
above. We have
limJ(x,Ck, t,h)=J(x,C,t,h) VheCb((7), Vx?, Vt>_--0.
k-O
Proof. Letting yk(t) be the solution of (1.4) corresponding to Vk(t), we have
yk(t)-y(t) {o-(y, v)- tr(y, v)} dW + (g(y, v)-g(y, v)) ds.
Thus for all 0-< _<- T there exists a CT such that
E{ly(t) y(t)12}<-_CrE ly-yl=+o Iv-vl)ds
We shall always use the usual convention for sums.
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By Gronwall’s lemma and by a classical martingale technique, we deduce
T
But there is a Vo c V, Vo compact, such that v(t,o) Vo; thus Vk(t,w)
conv (Vo, Vo), which is also compact. Now Vk
-
V a.e. (t, o), and this implies
E
t
/ --, 0 as k --, 0/;
from (2.8)we have
(2.8’) lim E{ sup lye(t)- y(t)l} 0.
kO+ O<--t<--T
Finally, as in the proof of the Lemma 2.3 below, we have
(2.9) lim P{[ T
^
r, T
^ rl--> e } 0 e > 0,kO+
where
-
is the exit time corresponding to the process y(t); because of (2.8’) we can
extract a subsequence Yk,,,, 7"k such that
yk.(t) y(t) in C([0, T], lr) a.s.,
T
^ rk. T ^ r a.s.
Thus by the Lebesgue theorem we have proved the lemma.
LEMMA 2.3. We have all admissible systems
limP{IT^r,-T^r,ol>=e}=O VXoe, ’de>0, VT>0.
x
Proof. We define r’=r’x=inf(t>-Oyx(t)e-Fo) and Nx={Wl/rx<T,
Yx (rx) Fo}. By assumption (2.1), we have
(2.10) P(NT)=o Vx6, VT>O,
(2.11) T
^
rx(W) T
^
r’(o) Vo f--NT..
The lemma is proved if we show that, for all x. x0 in ,
A {to f/liml T
^
r,. (w) > O}
(2.12)
cB U Nr U {o en/lim su ly(t, )Yo(t, )l>01,
n=l ONt_T
since from (2.10) and (2.8’) (same proof) P(B)= O.
In order to show (2.12), let B. First we prove lim Tr()N T ro(). We
can suppose ro < T" For all > 0 there is a s < ro() + such that yo(s, ) if; hence
Yx. (s, if n is large enough and rx.( N s rxo(W + 6.
Next we prove lim, T A z.(w) T A o(). We may suppose o()> 0, and we
define, for 0<6 < o(),K {Yxo(t, w)/t [0, Zo(W)-6]}. K is a compact set such
that K Fo . Now, by the choice of w, we obtain for n large enough
K2 {yx. (t, )/t [0, o(W)- 6]} n ro ,
() 6 for n large enough.and this implies .(w) xo
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Proof of Theorem 2.1. We remark first that properties (2.4), (2.5) are immediate.
The steps of the proof are the following:
i) Q(t)h B if h B.
ii) Proof of (2.3).
iii) Q(t + s)= Q(t) Q(s).
i) We begin by proving that if h Cb(?) then Q(t) h B. Indeed, Lemmas 2.2
and 2.3 imply that J(x, , t, h) Cb(); thus
O(t)h inf J(x, , t, h) Bs.
Furthermore, if h Bs, there exists hn Cb(), hn(x) h(x) for all x ; therefore
Q(t) h,(x) $ Q(t) h(x) and Q(t)h B,.
(ii) To prove (2.3), it is enough to prove that for all uniformly continuous
sup EIlh(yx(t
^
rx))-h(yx(S
^
rx))l} 0 (as t- s) uniformly in x.
First, remark we have E{lyx(t
^
rx)-yx(S
^
’x)12} -< clt-sl (c is independent of M and
x); thus
P[[yx(t^x)-yx(S^x)l>=]<=clts] le >O.
E
Let >0. Then le, fx,x’, Ix-x’l<-=>lh(x)-h(x’)l<-. We have
sup E{Ih(yx(t
^
Zx))- h(yx(S
^
< cllhll It-sl
2 +/x,
and the conclusion follows easily
iii) We want to prove the semigroup property Q(t + s)= Q(t)o Q(s). Because
of Lemma 2.1, we can restrict ourselves to admissible systems with continuous v(t).
We can also restrict our attention to admissible systems where (l), F, Ft) is the canonical
space .lq C([0, +[, Rn/m) (just take image measures). But at this point the proof
of thi property is exactly the same as the one given in I-2, Thm. 5.1]. The proof
depends heavily bn a theorem of regular conditional probabilities proved by D. W.
Stroock-S. R. S. Varadhan [25] and N. V. Krylov [11].
2.2. The generator of Q(t). We are going to prove that the "generator" of Q(t) is
an extension of the operator b C(ff) supv {A(v) 4(x)-f(x, v)}.
THEOREM 2.2. Under the assumptions of Theorem 2.1, we have for all h C ()
1(2.13)
-[{Q(t)h(x)-h(x)}-sup{A(v)h(x)-f(x, v)} as t0+ Vx ’.
vW
Moreover the convergence in (2.13) is uniform on compact subsets of
Proof. The proof is very similar to the proof of M. Nisio [23] (see also the
presentation in [2, Thm. 5.2]). We define
K(x, C, t, h)= Io’^ f(yx(S), v(s))-A(v(s)) h(yx(s)) ds,
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and we prove easily (see for example [1]) that
re>0, lS=8(e,h)>0, Vt
-<&
Q(t) h(x)-h(x)
-inf E{K(x, t, h)}
infE{ 1 } ( E{"t ^ "rx})
-[ K(x, M, t, h)-inf [f(x, v)-A(v) h(x)] _->-C 1-infvV
On the other hand, if M0 is an admissible system corresponding to v(t)= Vo V,
inf E{{ K(x, t, h)- ovinf If(x, v)-A(v)h(x)]}
{1<-E K(x, Mo, t, h)- inf If(x, v)-A(v)h(x)]
Thus we have obtained
Vt--<8, Q(t) h(x)-h(x) inf []’(x, v)-A(v) h(x)]
To conclude, we just need to prove that if K is a compact subset of 7 then
sup P(’x<t) 0.
zff, K tO
Letting 3, be 3’ d(K, F)> 0, we have
P[z < t]<=P(oS<_UtlYx(S)-X >- 3,) __<1_ E { sup3, O_s_t
Since E{supo_s_, ly(s)-xl2} =< CEly(t)-xl <- Cxt + c2t2, where C, C1, C2 do not
depend on M, x and t, (2.13) is easily proved.
Remark 2.3. If we introduce
FI={xF lim sup E(e ^z) =0},e--}O+ g .E F={xFliminfE(e ^z/= 1}0 a \ E /
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for h C () we have, as 0+,
Q(t) h(x)-h(x)0 if x Fx,
ii) Q(t) h(x)-h(x)
-sup {A(v) h(x)-f(x, v)} ifx F2.
Remark that F0 c F1.
Remark 2.4. In the particular case of nondegeneracy, i.e.,
(2.14) !>0, aq(x,v)-[lz V, Vx, VvV,
we shall see that Fo() F for all admissible systems (if some regularity condition on
F is assumed); hence, for all x (7, as 0
Q(t) h(x)-h(x)
-l(x) sou {A(v) h(x)-f(x, v)}.
Remark 2.5. We shall see below a result more precise than Theorem 2.2.
2.3. The nondegenerate ease. In this section in addition to (1.5-6-8-9), we assume
(2.14) and t? has a uniform exterior sphere; i.e.,
(2.15)
We are going to prove that under these assumptions Q(t) leaves X invariant,
where X {h Cb(), h is uniformly continuous on }. Before doing so or even stating
the precise result, we prove a lemma which will be useful.
LEMMA 2.4. Under assumptions (1.5-6-8-9) and (2.14-15), we have"
(2.16) If ? is bounded, :lix >0, ::IC>0, tx 7, t admissible, E[e"’x]<-C;
(2.17) tM admissible, F F0(M).
Remark 2.6. It is clear that even if (2.14) is satisfied, 7 has to be "smooth" in
order to make (2.17) true. Indeed, if N 1, V {Vo}, yx(t) x + W(t), tr(Vo) x/, (7
]0, 1[ U ]1, 2[, we have E[zl] 1/2, so 1 F- Fo.
Proof of Lemma 2.4. First we consider w(x) 1.-exp (-klxl) (we may always
assume that 0). We have A(v)w(x)>={4aii(x, v)k2xixj-2kaii(x, v)-
2kxib(x, v)} exp- klxl. Thus we can choose k large enough to insure that A(v) w(x) >=
a > 0 for all x 7 (because 7 is bounded), where A A c.
Now we take Ix a/2, and we have
(2.18) fi,(v)w-ixw >=Ix >0 Yx.
Using Ito’s formula with w, it is easy to deduce (2.16) from (2.18).
Now we prove (2.17). We introduce
(2.15’) w(x, :) exp (- kp2) -exp (- klx 61),
where t9 is given by (2.15), F and 1 is associated to : by (2.15), x 7 and k >0.
By calculation similar to the above, one shows that for k large enough
(2.19) A(v)w(x, )>-_a >0 x 7.
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Applying Ito’s formula, we have
0 w(:, :)= E w(y(’))+
Ol. e-ct
thus P[re 0] 1 and Fo() for all : F. I-]
The first result concerning the regularity of Q(t) h when h is smooth will be the
following.
THEOREM 2.3. We assume (1.5-6-8), (2.14-15) and
(2.20) If(x, v)-f(x’, v)[ <= CIx x’l Vx, x’ 7,
(2.21 c (x, v >-_ C > [tz0]+,
where tzo is given by
.o--
X,X
(2.22)
((x, v) (x’, v))((x, v) rr (x’, v))
(x-x’)" (g(x)-g(x’))}
Then, if h WZ’(ff), we have
(2.23) [O(t) h(x)-O(t) h(x’)l<-_CIx-x’l Vx, x’e7,
where C is independent of t.
COROLLARY 2.1. If we assume (1.5-6-8-9) and (2.14-15-21) then, for h X,
O(t)h X. Furthermore, (O(t)h, >= O) is uniformly equicontinuous.
Proof of Corollary 2.1. By a simple approximation (uniform in v) of the function
f(v), one can always assume that (2.20) is satisfied and that h belongs to W2’(7);
then the result is obvious in view of Theorem 2.3. [-I
Remark 2.7. We shall see below ( 3.1, Remark 3.5) that Corollary 2.1 is valid
without assuming (2.21), and ( 4.3) that Theorem 2.3 remains true without assuming
(2.21).
Remark 2.8. If assumptions (2.14-15) are dropped, one can nevertheless prove
Theorem 2.3 (and thus Corollary 2.1) with the same method if we assume
:lpo wl’(), Po[ro=0, fv V, A. (v)poc:.L(ff),(2.24)
Ela0>0, /ve V, A(v)po<--ao in7.
For example suppose that g=c =0, o-(x, v) r(v) and that there exists/3o>0 such
that det(r(v)rr(v))>-_o>O. Furthermore, assume that ={p(x)<0} with
{p(x) 0} and that p e W2’(6) and
( 02p )det\oxiOxi(x) >-_ao>0 ’x6.
Then the results above remain true. This example generalizes a result of B. Gaveau
[9].
Other generalizations to the case of degenerate r are treated in Part II.
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Remark 2.9. One can generalize Corollary 2.1 to the case where supv v If(x, v)l
Lv (tT). Indeed, this comes easily from a result of N. V. Krylov [13].
Proof of Theorem 2.3. The proof is divided into several steps:
1) Construction of a subsolution.
2) Two lemmas.
3) Conclusion.
1) We consider the function w(x, ) defined in Lemma 2.4, and we introduce
w(x) infer w(x, ). Obviously w(x) wl’e(l), w 0 in 6, w 0 on F. Now applying
Ito’s formula to w(x, ) for fixed in F, we have (in the proof of this theorem, we
shall take c (x, v) Co >o for the sake of simplicity) that
W(yx(t ), ) e-%t + a e
-
ds
is a submartingale bounded and continuous.
Then, taking the infimum over all in F, we have that
(2.25) w(y(t )) e-t + a e
-
ds
is a submartingale bounded and continuous.
2) LZMM 2.5. Under the assumptions of Theorem 2.3, we have
(2.26) [le
-
-e-C’l]2C2llVwl[ Ix-x’l.
Proof. Applying (2.25) between Zx A Zx, and z, we have
E[w(yx(Zx)) e-’ W(yx(z A Zx,)) e-’ ’’] -aE e
-
ds
ATx’
thus
aft_ E[e_COx^x, _e_Co,x]<=llVw[[E {lyxO’
^
x,)-yx,O
^
x,)l e -’x ^’’
Co
and we deduce (2.26) from the following lemma.
LZMMA 2.6. Under the assumptions of Theorem 2.3, we have for all stopping
6rues 0
(2.27) E{lyx(O)- yx’(O)]2 e-2"} IX X’] 2.
Proof. We apply Ito’s formula between 0 and 0 T to the function ( ]2) for
the process yx(t)-yx,(t), and obtain
E{Iy(O A T)- y,(O A T)12e-2"T}
OAT
Tr{((y(t))-(y,(t))). (r(y(t))- (y,(t)))}e
+ 2(y(t)- y,(t)) (g(y(t)-g(y,(t)))
2.o lye(t)- y,(t) e dt
Thus, by definition of o, we have
[ly(o r-y,(o
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3) Conclusion. Letting x, x’ iT, we have
IO(t) h(x)-Q(t) h(x’)l<-I+J,
where
and
I sup E ]’(yx(S), v(s)) e-s ds -E f(yx,(S), v(s)) e-s ds
J sup IE[h (yx (z
^
t)) e-*^t- h (y,,,(rx, A t)) e-*’^t][.
First, because of Lemma 2.5 and (2.20), we easily have ! <- Clx -x’[.
Next,
J <=sup{lE{h(yx(t
^
r)) e -ct^*x h(y(t
^
’x
^
z,)) e -c’^*x ^*’}
+[E{h(y,(t
^
r,)) e-*’t-h(y,(t r A z,)) e-’*’}l
+[E{h(yx(t r z,))-h(yx,(t rx A rx,)[ e-’’}[}
sup [[a(v) hlL" 2c IlVwlL Ix x’l + I[Vh[[
vV
(here we have applied Ito’s formula and (2.26), (2.27)).
3. A stochastic interpretation of the minimum cost function
3.1. A stochastic control problem. We consider the optimal cost function
(3.1) u(x)=if E f(y(t), v(t)) exp c(y(s), v(s)) ds dy
We have the following;
THEOREM 3.1. Under assumptions (1.5-6-8), (2.1) and
(3.2) c(x,v)co>O Vx, Vv V,
or under assumptions (1.5-6-8-9), (2.14-15) if is bounded (the nondegeneram case),
we have
(3.3) in B Vh B, h[ro 0u(x) lim O(t) h(x)
(in the nondegenerate case Vhlr 0),
(3.5)
uBs, Q(t)u=u Vt>-_O.
Furthermore the equation of dynamical programming is satisfied"
inf
+ U(yx(O A ’x)) exp ( Io^%
where 0 is a stopping time with respect to Ft.
c(yx(t), v(t)) dt) },
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Finally, if Fo() is independent of , F0()= F0 for all admissible (in the
nondegenerate case Fo F), then u(x) is the unique solution of
(3.6) u Bs, ulro= O, O(t) u u Vt >-_ O.
Remark 3.1. Equality (3.5) shows that the optimal cost function u(x) satisfies in
some general integral sense the Bellman equation: supov {A(v)u-f(v)} =0 in
Remark 3.2. i) If for all x and for all v, f(x, v)>-O and F1 LIFo(), then it is
easy to prove, by the same methods as those which follow, that u(x) is the unique
solution of
(3.6’) u Bs, UIFI= 0, O(t)u u Vt >-- O.
Such a case will be considered in Part II.
ii) If we assume that for each , Fo()= Fo, where Fo is closed in F, then we can
prove that P[yx(’x) F0] 1 for all x 7.
COROLLARY 3.1. Under assumptions (1.5-6), (2.14-15-20-21), the optimal cost
function belongs to W" ().
Proof. Since u(x)=limt_, O(t)O(x) in Bs, and by Theorem 2.3 we have
IO(t)O(x)-O(t)O(x’)l<-flx-x’l, where C is independent of t, the result is
immediate. 71
Remark 3.3. If we define (cf. Dynkin [5]) the closed subset B0 of Bs,
B0={h Bs[Vx , O(t) h(x)--> O(s) h(x) as t--> s, h[ro 0},
we can consider instead of (3.6)
(3.6") u Bo, O(t)u u Vt >-_ O.
Remark 3.4. Let b be given, where b is the trace on F of some B; then we
have u(x)= Q(m) (x)= Q(m) h(x), h eB, such that h[ro=b (under the same
hypotheses as in Theorem 3.1). Moreover, u is the unique solution of the non-
homogeneous problem u B,, u, lro , O(t) u, u, for all >-0 and we also have
the corresponding equation of dynamical programming.
Proof of Theorem 3.1. We prove (3.4) only for the case of nondegeneracy
(hypothesis (2.14-15)) and (3.5); the other statements are obvious.
1) We know by Lemma 2.4 that there exists some/z > 0 such that (7 is assumed
to be bounded)
:lC, Vx, V, E[e]<-_C;
thus
IO(t)h(x)- u(x)l _<-sup E sup Ilf(x, v)ll ds +sup E[llhllool,<,)].
^x vV
But sup P[’x > t]=< Ce-"t and sup E[-x
--
^
t]-<_ sup E[’ l<x>,)] <- C’ e -"t.
2) In order to prove (3.5) we need only consider admissible systems such that
v(t) is a continuous process (cf. Lemma 2.1). Now we define, for fixed x in 7,
(t) f(y(s), v(s))exp c(yx(A), v(A)) dA dt
,0
iO+ U(yx(t ^ )) exp c(y(s), v(s))ds).
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We want to prove that so(t) is a Ft-submartingale satisfying to the property
(3.7) tj(O) <= E{(O + t)/F}, where 0 is a stopping time and O.
But the proof of that fact is exactly the same as in RN (cf. [1, Thms. 5.1, 5.3]), from
Ulro--< 0 and thus P[u (y,(’x)) --< 0] 1.
Therefore taking +c in (3.7) we prove that
[ioo^ x (io ,)E f(yx(t), v(t))exp c(y(s), v(s)) d dt
u(y(0 r)) exp (
k
c(y(t), v(t))+
(Io’E f(yx(t), V(t))exp C(yx(S), v(s)) d dt.
To conclude, we have to prove that
u(x)NN /(y(t), v(t))exp c(y(s), v(s)) dt
u(y(0 r)) exp (k- c(y(t),+
But (t) is a submartingale and this inequality is satisfied if 0 is replaced by 0 a
discrete approximation of 0 such that 0 0 (a.s.) as k m.
Since u is upper semicontinuous, the inequality remains true for 0.
CooA 3.2. Under the assumptions o[ Theorem 3.1, we have [or all 0
(3.8)
u(x)=inf E {f(y (t), v(t))+AU(yx(t))}x
Proof. The proof is immediate in view of the following lemma, due to N. V.
Krylov 14].
LEMMA 3.1. Let z(s), (s) be two bounded measurable adapted processes and
assume that z(s)+(r)dr is a submartingale. Then for all A_->0 z(s) e-XS+
0 (:(r)+ Az (r)) e -xr dr is a submartingale.
COROLLARY 3.3. Under assumptions (1.5-6-8-9) and (2.14-15), u(x) belongs
to X" {h Cb(?), h is uniformly continuous}.
Proof. If we add the assumption (2.21), then by Corollary 3.1 u(x)X. Now
let A >0 be such that c(x, v)+A
-->Co>o is given by (2.22), and let us consider the
following application T defined on Bs" if v Bs, w Tv is given by
w(x)=inf E {f(yx (t), v(t))+Av(y(t))}
Then, by Corollary 3.2, u is a fixed point of T. To conclude, we just need to prove
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that T is a strict contraction on Bs. But
I[TVl- TVEI]<= sup El1-e-x IlVl- vE]l
and by Jensen’s inequality
[[rvl- rv2[[ < (1-e -ha) ][Vl v2][c,
where C sup E[%] < + c, by Lemma 2.4. [3
Remark 3.5. With the techniques developed above, it is easy to extend Corollary
2.1 to the case where (2.21) is replaced by (1.9) (i.e., c (x, v) >_- 0 instead of c (x, v) >_- Co >
3.2. Application to the generator of O(t). We now prove a local version of
Theorem 2.2, concerning the generator of the nonlinear semigroup Q(t).
THEOREM 3.2., Under assumptions (1.5-6-8-9) and (2.1), if tT’ is a bounded open
set included in t7 and if h C2(t7’), then
O(t)h(x)-h(x)
sup (A(v) h(x)-f(x, v)) Vx 6’
t-O V
and the convergence is uniform on compact subsets of ’.
Proof. Let B be an open ball strictly included in if’. We consider two open balls
B1, B2 such that BE BE B1 B1 B c B c if’ and we show the convergence in BE.
We denote by zx the exit times of Bi, Qi(t) the corresponding semigroups, ut(s, x)=
Q(t- s) h (x) for 0 _-< s _-< t. First, we remark that
ut(s, x) inf E f(y(r), v(r)) exp c(y(/), v(h)) dh dr
(3.9)
+ h(yx(tr,s)) exp c(y,(r), v(r)) d
where O’x, is the exit time of the set t x ]0, t[ for the (N + 1)-dimensional process
(y, (r) (r__> 0).Zx,(r)= r+s/
Remark that F(s4) for this process is Fo(4) and that (2.1) is satisfied. Now by the
equation of dynamical programming (3.5) we have
Ix^^tf(y (s), exp ( Io )E v(s)) c(y(A), v(h)) dh dsut(O X) inf
(3.9’)
+ ut(%
^
0
^
t, y(%
^
0
^
t)) exp (
-
c(y(s),
Now we take 0 r, and find
"rlxAt
O(t) h(x)=infE{I f(Y(S)’ V(s))exp(-Io C(Y(h)’ v(h)) dh) ds
-[-l(.rlx<t)Ut(’rlx, yX(7"lx))exp (--Io c(yx(s), v(s))ds)
+l(,>=t) h(y(t))exp(-Io c(y,(s), v(s)) ds)}.
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Thus for all x B2, as h C2(/) we have (cf. proof of Theorem 2.2)
IQ(t) h(x)-h(x)l<-IQ(t) h(x)-QX(t) h(x)l+lQl(t) h(x)-h(x)l
<_-sup E{[ut(", yx (z)) h(y(zx ))[ 1 (.l,,<t} + Clt
s
<_- sup IlQ(s)h hll,s, sup P(’r < t) + Ct.
O<--_s<=t sd
Now, as in the proof of Theorem 2.2, we can show that there exists C2 > 0 such
that for all x /2 sup P(zlx < t) -_< CEX/.
Thus we have finally
sup IlO(t)h -hll,a -< C2 sup IlO(s)h -hlloo,a, +fit.
O_st
By a similar argument we have
sup IIO(s)h hlloo,a, C2 4) sup IlO(s)h hill,a+ C3t;
O_s<-t O_s<--t
hence for t-<_ to we deduce
sup IIO(s)h hll,a= Cst.
O_s<_t
Finally taking 0 z2 in (3.9’), we have
Vx :2, ]O(t)h(x)-h(x)t O2(t) h(x)-h(x)
1
_-<- sup IIO(s)h h[oo.2 sup P(-x2 < t)
O<_st M
and we can conclude easily with the help of Theorem 2.2 and remarking that for all
x B3 a closed set c B2, there exists C6 such that sup P[zEx < t] -< C6x/.
4. Analytical interpretation of the optimal cost function and Hamilton-Jacobi-
Bellman equations. In this section we shall always assume (1.5-6-8-9) and (2.14-15-
20), i.e., the nondegenerate case, and that (7 is a regular domain. In every statement
in the following, we shall call this group of hypotheses assumption A.
The main result of this section is the following. Under assumption A, u W’ ((7)
and u is the maximum element of the set { WXo" (7),A(v)t <=f(v) in ’(7), ’qv V}.
We will also recall the main result concerning the solution of
(4.1) sup {A(v)u -f(v)} 0 a.e. in iT, u 0 on F.
This result is obtained in L. C. Evans and P.-L. Lions [7] (see also [15]) under
more smoothness assumptions on tr, b, c, f and Y than A.
The results which we prove are organized in the following way.
4.1. A first result of maximum solution.
4.2. Approximation by systems of QVI.
4.3. Final result for the maximum solution.
4.4. Verification of H-J-B equation.
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4.1. A first result o| maximum solution.
THEOREM 4.1. Under assumption A and if we assume in addition (see (2.21))
c(x, v)>-_ c >-o, where Izo is given by (2.22),
then the optimal cost function u(x) belongs to W" (7) and is the maximum element
of the set s,
s={ae W0’ (7), Yv e V,A(v)a<-_f(v)in ’(7)}.
Remark 4.1. The optimal cost function u(x) given by (see (3.1))
u(x) inf E f(y(t), v(t)) exp c(y(s), v(s)) d d
appears to be the solution of (3.1) in some weak sense" u(x) is the upper envelope
of all subsolutions of (4.1). Of course u (x) itself is a subsolution.
Proof. The proof will be divided into several steps:
1) u (x) belongs to s.
2) A general lemma.
3) If t e s then t7 (x) _-< u (x) for all x e .
1) In view of Corollary 3.1, we know that u e W0’ (7). We have to prove that
for all v e V, A(v)u <-_f(v) in ’(). To do this, we use a technique due to N. V. Krylov
[11] (see a simplified version in [1]). Let v e V and let us consider an admissible
system corresponding to v(t, w)=-v; because of Corollary 3.2 we have
u(x)<-E {f(yx(s),v)+Au(yx(s))}exp c(yx(t),v)dt-As ds
Now if we introduce ux, the solution of
A(v)ux +Aux u in (7, Ux[r 0,
we know that
u(x)=E u(yx(s),v)exp c(y(t),v)dt- ds
Thus
A(v)u, NE f(y(s), v)exp c(y(t), v) dt-A ds =B(x)
or A(v)(Aux)<-Afx(x).
To conclude, we note that Aux is bounded in L((7) and that Aux-u A(v)ux
(I/A) A(v) (Au)--> 0, as A +, in ’(7); Afx -->f(v), as A -, +oo, (in fact for all x
because f is continuous) and we have in conclusion that
Iv V A(v)u <-f(v) in ’(7).
Remark 4.2. Let us remark that even in the degenerate case (if we assume only
(1.5-6-8) and (3.2)) the preceding proof remains valid, and thus we have
(4.2) A(v)u <-f(v) in (7) Vv e V.
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2) Let us make precise the notation of the following lemma. Let y(t) be a
continuous process on the canonical Wiener space (f, F, Ft, P, Wt) such that
(4.3) l[ol(o),oz(o)[(t) y(t)= {I0 r(y(t))dW,+ Io g(y(t))dt}l[ol(),o2(o,)[(t),
where 01 < 02 are two stopping times.
Let B be the differential operator
02
B
-
O’ik O’]k g + c.
LEMMA 4.1. Assume thattr, g, c Wl’(t), that c is nonnegative and tris uniformly
nondegenerate. Let y(t) be a process satisfying (4.3), let f C() and let W’ (7)
such that
B f in ’().
Then ifM belongs to Fo, and if 0 is a stopping time such that O 0 0, we have
for all x
c(y(t))d
0
where r is the exit time rom or the process y(t).
Proo[o[Lemma 4.1. We extend a, which is zero on N -if; then Ba e W-’(N)
for all p < +m. We introduce a regularizing positive convolution kernel p( e +(N)
and we consider a, a solution of
Bu (p.Ba)[e in ,
u=0 onF.
Then u C2(6) and u --> t for all p < +; in particular, u --> u.Wo’P(v) c(6)
Now if 7 is an open set such that ’c 7’c , the existence of an e _-< eo implies
that Au <-p f in
’
(indeed, if ’-supp p , the inequality is true). Let r’ be the
exit time of ’; then by Ito’s formula we have (4.4) with
and f by p *f. Thus when e --> 0, we have (4.4) with
-
replaced by z’. But
’
is arbitrary
(with the condition
’
); hence we deduce (4.4).
3) Let eS. By Lemma 1.1 it is sufficient to prove that (x)<-](x,, oo, 0) for
all admissible Systems such that v(t) is continuous. By taking image measure we can
also assume that (, F, Ft, P, Wt) is the canonical Wiener space. Let be such an
admissible system. We introduce
t.(t, w)=Y v(k-, to)l[k/2",(k+l)/2"](t),k
:IN, P(N)=0, VeoN, Vt, v,(t,w)-->v(t,w) as n-->c.
Now for k, n fixed v((k/2"), w) a.s. lim v’" 1A/(eO), where v’" R", A Fk/2". Thus
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there exists N such that P(N) 0 and
v(t, o9) lim Tn (t, 09)
and
VO9N, Vt,
n(t, co)= E Vik 1,%k(o9) l[oi, Oi+lt(t),
where 0j =1/ ,0+1 (] + 1)/2n, vik R ,Aik Foj and, for fixedj, Ai aredisjointsets.
On the other hand there is a Vo compact c Vo such that v (t, o9) V0. Let Wo be
the convex envelope of V0; Wo is convex compact included in V. Let Pwobe the
Euclidean projection onto Wo, and let us finally consider
v"(t, w)= Pwo(V1) 1A,k(O9) l[oi,Oi+lt(t)=Pwo(Vn(t, o9)).
i,k
Then
ogN1, Vt, v"(t, og)-->v(t, og) asn-->, v"(t, og)eWocompactofV.
If we denote by yT(t) the process corresponding to v(t), we have thus defined
a sequence n of admissible systems on the canonical Wiener space, and by Lemma
2.2 it is sufficient to prove that
u(x)<=E f(yx(t), v (t))exp C(yx(S), v"(s))d d
or
V/’, Vk, E !A,k(og) 6(Y"(0jx
^
’x))exp c(y"(t)x v"(t)) d
a0
_-<E la,() a(y(0. r)) exp c(y(t), v(t)) d
+r (Io’C ,),]./(y(t) v)) exp (y(s), v(s)) d d0i rx
But Lemma 4.1 implies this inequality and we conclude.
Remark 4.3. The preceding proof shows that if we do not assume (1.21), and
we know that u(x) W’ (if), then u is the maximum element
4.2. Approximating systems of QVI. We are going to investigate in this section
the approximation of (4.1) by different systems. Following an idea of L. Tartar,
introduced independently in [6], we introduce the following penalized problem P"
Find u ,...,u solutions of
A u+[3 (ul--u2)--f in , u =0 onF,
(P)
A2 u z + (uz- u 3) f in7, u=0 onF,
A,u"+ (u-ul)=f in, un=0 onF,
where Ai--A(IJi), fi=f(vi) and (V 1, v ) is a fixed subset of V, and fie(t)=
(t/e). Here/3 is a continuous convex nondecreasing function on R, such that/ (t) 0
if t-<0,/(t) > 0 if t>0.
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We also introduce the following system of quasivariational inequalities (in short
QVI; see [2], [3], for example)
A1 u --<fl, u < E -[- U 2 2(AlU -fl)(u -e-u )=0 in,
u =0 onF,
(O)
An u < fn, U < e + U
u =0 onF.
(Anu"-fn)(u"-e-ul)=O in,
In this section we solve problems (P), (Q) (actually we shall prove just some
obvious, nearly classical results which are sufficient for our goals) and we shall also
give the stochastic interpretation of (Q). In the next section we are going to prove
that (u, ., un)- u, as e 0, in C(?) which is the optimal cost function.
THEOREM 4.2. Under assumption A and if we assume in addition (see (3.2))
if7 is unbounded, c (x, v) _-> Co > 0 /x, v,
and that F is regular, then there exists a unique solution (u, ., u) of (P) in C2’ (7)
(a < 1) (resp. Cloc (7) fq Cb() if 7 is unbounded).
Proof. We prove just a priori estimates in the case of a bounded domain iT. First,
we remark that W2,p (7) (and hence C2’) estimates follow easily from L(7) estimates.
But Ai u <- fi, for all i, and this implies that u -<_ const.
Now we consider w(x)= w(x, s) exp (-kp2)-exp (klx -s12), where s is fixed
in F, sex is associated to : by (1.15) and k > 0. We have seen that for k -_> ko > 0 (see
(2.19))
A(v) w(x)>-_a>O Vxt7 VvV.
Thus, for h large enough, we have
(4.6) Ai(Aw(x))<f Vx, Vi, (-xw)lr-<0.
Let x0 be in 7, io be in {1,. ., n} such that
Uio(Xo)+ hW(Xo) min Hi(X)+ hw(x).
x,
If xoeF, u(x)+hw(x)>=hW(Xo), and we conclude that ui(x)>-O.
If Xo 7, by the maximum principle we have
Aio(Uio(Xo) + h W(Xo)) <- Cio(Uio(Xo) + hw (Xo));
since one may assume Uio(Xo)+ hw(x0)< 0 and Aio Uio(Xo)=fi(Xo), by (4.6) we have a
contradiction and this contradiction gives the L estimate. Uniqueness is proved by
similar arguments.
Remark 4.4. Actually uniqueness may be proved in the class Wl2,; (7)f’)Cb().
Remark 4.5. If/ is smooth then u are smooth.
THEOREM 4.3. Under assumption A and if 7 is bounded, there exists a maximum
weak solution of (Q) in the following sense"
ai(u 13 u i) > (f, 13 Hi), 13 Ho (7), v < e + u i+
(Q)
u Hlo (gY), u < e + u i+
where u+ u, and ai(u, v) (Aiu,
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where (UFurthermore U . C() and U lim,+o $ u,, o) is the solution of
+fln(u i+a fi =0 onF.(Re,n) Ai un , e u, in 6, u,
Remark 4.6 The existence of (u ,) is obtained in the same way as the existence
of the solution (ui) of (P).
THEOREM 4.4. Under the assumptions of Theorem 4.3, we have
u (x) ifE f(yx(t), v(t)) exp c(y(s), v(s)) dt
e exp(.- c(y(s),+
here 0 (0) is a sequence o[smpping times such that 0o 0< O < O< n v(t, )
v 1(o(o.(,]i + k- 1 (rood. n), and y(t) is the solution o
dye(t) (y(t), v(t)) dW + g(y(t), v(t)) dr,
(in the canonical Wiener space).
Pro@ o[ Theorems 4.2 and 4.3. As these results are just variations of results
given in [2], [3], we just give hints on the proofs.
Let u’ be the solution of
A u’ =<, u’ < e + u+’-, (Au’ -)(ui’ -e u+’-) O inff,
(see [19] for the solution of this VI), and u i’ are given by Au’=f in (7, u
on F.
One easily proves as in [2] that u ’’’ +
An argument similar to the one given in the proof of Theorem 4.2 gives
U i’m --AW(X) i, m.
Thus const.
Now, since there exists A such that a,(u,u)+;tlulL2w)=ullu> 112nw), we deduce
easily from
ai u
i,m Aw u i,m i,m,- )>-(f’,-w-u
that Ilui,"llt4w)<- const.
The proof of the first part of Theorem 4.3 follows the one given in [3], for example.
Next the proof of the continuity of u and of Theorem 4.4 is easily obtained by
methods similar to those in [3] and in [22].
Finally, by a method similar to the one given in the proof of Theorem 4.2, we
prove that
l[/.w < const., and$ when/x $ 0 [lunU
i(x)>-Aw(x) Vi, Vlx,Ur
Ui, which is a weak solution of (Q’), and thusThen we prove easily that u,
i.,, the solution ofu _-< u i. To conclude, we introduce u,
i,m i,m + l,m--1 i.m 0 on F;Ai u, + [3,(u, e u, )=f in7, u
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we have
Un Un
n$0 nto
thus u u
Remark 4.8. We have also that if u is the solution of (Q), u i’r’ is the solution
of (P,), and u i’’ is the solution of (Re,n),
(4.7) ui Urt V > O, uie lim $ u",
n$0
(4.8) U i’rl <-- u2
4.3. Final result for the maximum solution.
THEOREM 4.5. Under assumption A, and if we assume (see (3.2))
if ff is unbounded, c (x, v) >- c > 0 Vx , Vv V,
then the optimal cost function u(x) belongs to W’ () and is the maximum element
of the set S.
Proof. The proof will be divided into several parts.
1) Lipschitz estimates on u i’E.
2) U i’rt rl,O Un, bin nt+oo U if c(x, v)_->Co >/xo.
3) Conclusion.
1) We prove that Ilui"llw,.e)<=const. (independent of i, r/).
First, we remark that, if t is bounded, we already know that Ilui’ll)_-< const.
In the case of an unbounded domain, one proves by a simple limiting process (6, --> iT,
(7, bounded) that
Ibill
Next we prove that [U i, for all :r and for all xeB(,p’),
where h, p’ do not depend on i, r/, :, and w(x, ) is.given by (2.15’). The proof is
immediate if we recall that, if k is large enough,
Aiw(x, )>-oz exp-k[x-:l]2_>-/3>0 on some B(,p’)=B.
Now on (OB) (’l w -> y > 0; thus there exists h > 0 such that
Ai Aw(x, ) >sup [iIIL=W) on B,
max Ilui"[[cw),
i, rt
From an application of the maximum principle similar to the one given in the proof
of Theorem 4.2 we deduce
lui"(x)l<-AIw(x,)l VxeB(,p’), VeF,
and this implies [Vui"(:)l _-< const, for all F.
Finally we consider (as in [18]) the auxiliary function wi(x)=
[Vui"(x)12+A(C-ui"(x))2 (we shall forget about the r/ subscript in the following
proof), where A>0 and C>=maxi,,uim(x). We shall assume in the proof to the
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theorem that/3 C2(R); thus ui C3(7). Differentiating (P) with respect to xj, we
obtain (Uk will denote OU/OXk)
(X) U i+1 i+1
--akl kj(x)+bkUki(X)+C Ui+C]’(U --U )(Ui--U
=.f’(x)+ak.i(X) Uka
--bk.iUk--CiU
and a simple calculation shows that for all
i+1Ai wi(x)-b[3’(ui-ui+l) 2(u’u] u] ui)
<
-2u(u,i)2(f.+a (x) u iu) 2 ukl,i kl --bk,iUk--C]
+2.(C-u’)[-[ +(u’-u’+I)]+Ca-2Au(u)2.
Thus we have, choosing A large enough, for all i,
i+1Ai wi(x)+fl’(ui-u i+l) 2(uuj ui ui)
-/3(ui- ui+a)2 A(C-u i) <=C2-awi(x);
as (C- u)->0,/3(0)=0 and/3 is convex we have
-B(ui-u+)2A(C-u)>__2.(C-u ’) O’(u-ui+){(C-u’)-(C-ui+)}.
Finally suppose 7 is bounded, and let io-xo be such that Wio(Xo)- max,x w(x) if Xo
belongs to F; we concluded that because of the above estimate if Xo belongs to 6, at
this point we have Aio Wio(Xo) >- 0 and
’(u i- u i+) 2(uu) 2(u u- u+ u)-3(u i- u i+) 2A (C- u i)
>-’(u-u’+) (w- w+)>-O.
Hence we deduce wi(x) <- C2/a.
The case of an unbounded domain is obtained by a limiting process, taking (7n a
sequence of domains converging to ?(6n
’
7).
2) Next, we suppose that c(x, v)->Co >o for all x e7 and all v e V.
We know (by the preceding estimate) that u ’’ $ u. e Wo’ ((7), as r/ 0
Furthermore for all i-< n A u.-<]’i in N’(gY). Now if we let n go to +m such
that (v, e N) is dense in V, we see easily that u i’’ as n
’
m we have u. $ u e Wa’(g7),
as n az (by the preceding estimate, which is independent of n) and for all e N
Aiu<-.fi in
Thus
Iv c: V, A(v) u <-_f(v) in 9’(6).
Now if we suppose that c(x, v)>-Co >/Xo then by Theorem 4.1, u(x)-< u(x). But
by remark 4.8 ui ,I, u,, as e $ 0, and from the stochastic interpretation of u , we see that
Vv V, A(v) u <=.f(v), in 9’(6).
Hence, if we suppose c(x,v)>-Co>lXo u(x)=u(x), and in the general case u(x)
Wo’ (7), belongs to $ and u(x) -> u(x) for all x ft.
3) In the general case, we consider A > 0 such that c(x, v)+ A _-> Co > tzo, and we
T.,,w)i is the solution ofintroduce a mapping T defined by if w c= Cb(t) T ,,w
(Q) where A is replaced by A + A, f by [ + Aw.
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From the stochastic interpretation, we have easily
IIT , IIw - if is unbounded,A +Co
1
_--<-- sup El1 e-X*x if is bounded,
-AC1-e
6 whereC>0
by Jensen’s inequality (cf. Lemma 2.4).
Now for any w C(), T,,,w Tw C(), and by step 2)
(Io’Tw(x)=if E (y(t), v(t))+AW(yx(t))}exp c(y(s), v(s)) d
From these two facts, we deduce that the fixed point of T in C() converges
to the fixed point of T, i.e., u, u(x), in C(). Thus u W’ () and u a. To
conclude, we remark that the proof of Theorem 4.1 now applies, and thus u is the
maximum element of S.
COaOLLAV 4.1. Under the assumptions of Theorem 4.5, we have
u(x) inf E /(y(t), v(t)) exp c(y(s), v(s)) d d
where the in,mum is token over all admissible systems such that (fl, E F, P, W) is
the canonical Wiener space, and there exists 8 (8),o, a sequence HI stopping times
such that e0=0<e<e2<...<#, ? + and v(t,x)=vi i[t [#i(o.), #i+(o)[, whet
(v,)o is a sequence HI elements HI V.
Proo[ HI Corollary 4.1. Immediate in view of Theorem 4.4 and the proof of
Theorem 4.5. U
4.4. Verification of H-J-B equations. We now recall a result due to L. C. Evans
and P.-L. Lions [7] concerning the solution of (4.1). We will assume in this section
that is smooth and we have
(4.9) e(’, v) WZ’(e) and sup lie(’, < b, c, .
vV
THEOREM 4.6. Under assumptions A and (4.9), we have that u W2"() is the
unMue solution in W2’(e) HI (4.1)"
sup {A(v)u -f(v)}= 0 a.e. in 7, u 0 on F.
oEV
Remark 4.9. This result extends previous results due to H. Brezis and L. C.
Evans [4], P-L. Lions [20], L. C. Evans and A. Friedman [6], P-L. Lions and J-L.
Menaldi [21], P-L. Lions [15].
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